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Abstract In this paper, we describe measurements of a
three-dimensional (3D) flow in a T-shaped micromixer by
means of digital holographic microscopy. Imaging tracer
particles in a microscopic flow with conventional micros-
copy is accompanied by a small depth-of-field, which
hinders true volumetric flow measurements. In holographic
microscopy, the depth of the measurement domain does not
have this limitation because any desired image plane can
be reconstructed after recording. Our digital holographic
microscope (DHM) consists of a conventional in-line
recording system with an added magnifying optical ele-
ment. The measured flow velocity and the calculated vor-
ticity illustrate four streamwise vortices in the micromixer
outflow channel. Because the investigated flow is station-
ary and strongly 3D, the DHM performance (i.e. accuracy
and resolution) can be precisely investigated. The obtained
Dynamic spatial range and Dynamic velocity range are
larger than 20 and 30, respectively. High-speed multiple-
frame measurements illustrate the capability to simulta-
neously track about 80 particles in a volumetric measurement
domain.
1 Introduction
In microfluidics (Stone et al. 2004), fluids are transported
through channels and capillaries with a diameter less than
1 mm. Conventionally, the flow devices have simple geom-
etries (e.g. straight channels) in which, the fluid motion is
rather trivial. With improving manufacturing capabilities,
more complex geometries are generated, which leads to more
complex flow patterns. To understand the complex flow
patterns, it is desirable to have an instrument to measure these
flows. Such an instrument is preferably able to measure the
flow velocity along all three spatial axes throughout a volu-
metric measurement domain. A number of methods have
been described for three-dimensional (3D) three-component
(3C) flow velocity measurements. Maas et al. (1993) and
Malik et al. (1993) used photogrammetry to perform 3D-3C
flow measurements, Pereira et al. (2000) described defocus-
ing digital particle image velocimetry, Hori and Sakakibara
(2004) introduced a scanning stereoscopic particle image
velocimetry system and Elsinga et al. (2006) introduced
tomographic particle image velocimetry. In all the described
methods, imaging is performed by lenses. Because particle
images should be well focused, the depth of the measurement
domain should be smaller than the depth-of-field (DOF0)1 of
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1 In the field of conventional (lens-) imaging, the terms ‘depth-of-
focus’ (DOF) and ‘depth-of-field’ (DOF0) are generally used differ-
ently than in the field of holographic imaging. In the case of
conventional imaging, the term ‘depth-of-field’ refers to the longi-
tudinal range in the object domain within which an object produces an
image that can be considered well-focused (Eqs. 1, 2). The term
‘depth-of-focus’ refers to the longitudinal range over which the image
plane can be translated while keeping the image in focus. In the field
of holographic imaging, the term ‘depth-of-focus’ is generally used to
indicate the longitudinal size of a diffraction-limited point-source
image. The term ‘depth-of-field’ is used to indicate the longitudinal
size of the measurement domain. This choice is adopted in this paper.
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where k is the illumination wavelength and NAo is the
numerical aperture in the object domain.2 Theory of
geometrical optics predicts a relation between NAo and
the f-number (f#) of the imaging optical elements as NAo =
(1/(2f#))(M/(1 ? M)) where M is the lateral magnification.
The depth-of-field can therefore also be expressed as
(Adrian 1997):3




When the measured flow domain is relatively large
(M  1) and the f-number has an intermediate value
(f# & 10), the depth-of-field (DOF0) has a practical value
of a few centimeters. However, in microfluidics and
microscopy, the measurement domain is small which
implies a high image magnification (M  1) and the
numerical aperture is typically large (i.e. a few tenths). In
this case, Eq. 2 predicts a very small DOF0. For example,
an imaging system with a 1,000 9 1,000-pixel camera with
a pixel spacing of 6.45 lm and a common imaging lens
(i.e. a microscope objective, M = 20, NA = 0.40) yields
DOF0 = 3.4 lm. The corresponding transverse field-of-
view is 323 lm, which implies an essentially flat
measurement domain. We therefore consider the above
methods are unsuitable for volumetric (3D) microscopic
flow measurements.
Interestingly, holographic particle image velocimetry
(HPIV) favors the small depth-of-focus (DOF) (see foot-
note 1) that is inherent to microscopic imaging because it
leads to an accurate measurement of tracer particle posi-
tions along the optical axis. The depth of the measurement
domain is not limited by the small DOF because planes-
of-focus can be selected at any given depth during the
hologram-reconstruction procedure. This makes HPIV an
ideal method for microscopic flow measurements. An
instrument that combines microscopy and digital holog-
raphy is generally referred to as a Digital Holographic
Microscope (DHM). Although a significant amount of
work has been published on the application of a DHM in
biological research (Haddad et al. 1992; Dubois et al.
1999; Xu et al. 2003) and in micro-structure research (Xu
et al. 2001), only a few publications have appeared on the
application of a DHM to microfluidics. Satake et al.
(2005) first described the application of a DHM to flow
measurements in a micro channel and later presented
improved results (Satake et al. 2006). In their work,
transversely oriented laminar channel flows are investi-
gated. Such a flow allows for validation of the transverse
component of the measured velocity, but not the longi-
tudinal component which is generally most critical in
digital particle holography. Sheng et al. (2006) investi-
gated the capability of the DHM by studying the effect of
several different experimental settings (i.e. magnification,
particle concentration) on measurement results. Their
DHM was applied to measurement of a turbulent bound-
ary layer (Sheng et al. 2008). The types of flows inves-
tigated by Sheng et al. (i.e. Brownian motion, flows
around microscopic organisms and turbulent flows) are
instationary and unpredictable and are therefore relatively
unsuited for the validation of the performance of a DHM
measurement. The flow in this work is a stationary 3D-3C
microscopic flow and it can therefore be used to investi-
gate the resolution, accuracy and reliability of DHM
measurements. The described flow is generated in the
outflow channel of a T-shaped micromixer (further named
T-mixer) which has been extensively studied (Gobby
et al. 2001; Engler et al. 2004; Wong et al. 2004; Hoff-
mann et al. 2006; Lindken et al. 2006). This flow has a
3D structure as it contains secondary vortical flow pat-
terns (so-called Dean vortices). Since the measured flow is
time-stationary, as is often the case in microfluidic flows,
the obtained velocity field of multiple time-consecutive
recordings can be combined to form a single high-spatial-
resolution velocity field. With this choice, the spatial
resolution increases dramatically, sacrificing the possibil-
ity to perform time-resolved measurements.
Additionally, high-speed multiple-exposure measure-
ments are performed on the flow and particles are recorded
in the measurement domain during multiple (typically 10–
30) exposures. This capability allows a Lagrangian analysis
of the flow and is unique to a true volumetric flow mea-
surement instrument such as a DHM. This capability
clearly distinguishes a DHM from planar measurement
methods such as microscopic PIV using stereoscopic
viewing.
Section 2 describes the principle of a DHM, illustrates
the common configuration of a DHM and explains why
digital holography and microscopy form such a strong
combination. Section 3 describes how to choose the
experimental parameters in order to obtain optimal DHM
performance. Section 4 describes the experimental proce-
dure and data-analysis. Section 5 shows the measurement
results which are discussed in Sects. 6 and 7.
2 Although Eq. 2 is not strictly valid for high-magnification
microscopy (NA & 1), Young et al. (1993) show that it accurately
predicts DOF0 for the experimental parameters in this work.
3 When particle images are evaluated with a correlation analysis, the
‘correlation depth’ (Olsen and Adrian 2000) indicates the depth of the
particle field that contributes to the measurement. The correlation
depth then essentially replaces DOF0. The correlation depth is
generally close to DOF0.
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2 Principle
In digital holographic microscopy, two different approa-
ches can be distinguished: the so-called Fourier transform
approach was introduced by Haddad et al. (1992) and the
convolution approach was described by Sheng et al.
(2006). This paper follows the second approach, which is
mainly motivated by the fact that—in contrast to the first
approach—the pixel size in the reconstruction planes does
not depend on the longitudinal position of the reconstruc-
tion plane which is convenient—if not essential—for a
correct analysis of volumetric fluid motion.
The optical setup generally consists of a collimated light
beam that illuminates an object. The scattered light (object
field) and the non-scattered light (reference field) interfere
in an imaginary plane that is located close to—but gener-
ally outside—the imaged object. This plane is called the
‘hologram plane’. The hologram plane is magnified by an
optical element (i.e. a microscope objective) and imaged
onto a so-called ‘hologram-image plane’ where the detec-
tor of a lensless digital camera is placed. The intensity in
the hologram plane [Ih(x,y)] and the hologram-image plane
[Ihi(x,y)] are related by (Goodman 1996; Sheng et al.
2006):
Ihðx; yÞ ¼ M2  IhiðM  x;M  yÞ ð3Þ
where M is the magnification of the microscope objective.
Diffraction by the aperture of the microscope objective is
ignored. Without magnification (M = 1), the NA of a
typical DHPIV system is restricted to a relatively low value
by the Nyquist sampling criterion. To obtain proper sam-
pling of the hologram, the optical numerical aperture (NA)
should not exceed (k/2dr), where dr is the camera pixel
spacing. In practice, this limits the NA to a value of a few
hundredths. This leads to a large particle image depth-of-
focus (DOFpi) compared to the transverse size of a particle
image and consequently to a relatively large inaccuracy of
measured longitudinal velocity (Ooms et al. 2006). This
problem could be overcome if cameras were available with
a pixel spacing of the order of the illumination wavelength.
However, such cameras are not available and an alternative
solution is needed: a high-NA hologram with spatial
structures as small as k0 can be magnified with an optical
element onto the digital camera (Fig. 1). The size of the
smallest structures of the hologram are hereby increased by
a factor M and proper hologram sampling can be performed
with a typical digital camera.
The subsequent numerical reconstruction is based on the
‘original hologram’ Ih(x, y), which is derived from the
recorded ‘hologram image’ Ihi(x, y) by (3). The numerical
reconstruction is performed by convoluting Ih(x, y) with the
Rayleigh–Sommerfeld diffraction term (Goodman 1996)




x2 þ y2 þ z2
p
Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2 þ y2 þ z2
p cos h: ð4Þ
In this expression, z is a selected distance from the
hologram plane, k = 2p/k0 and cos h equals
z=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2 þ y2 þ z2
p
: This leads to a 3D numerical image
Iz(x,y) of the particle field whose transverse size is equal to
the size of the hologram.
After hologram reconstruction, a particle tracking
algorithm is applied to determine individual particle posi-
tions and particle displacements between successive
recordings. With a known time-delay between two
recordings, a 3D volume with up to a few hundred velocity
vectors can be obtained. In case of a stationary flow, these
velocity fields can be combined to create an even denser
vector field.
3 Parameters
The experimental design of a DHM in combination with a
microscopic flow requires an appropriate choice of many
(interrelated) parameter values. This process is discussed in
this section.
It should be mentioned that this analysis implies several
simplifications, and should be considered as an initial
systematic approach for the selection of the parameter
values. Primarily, it may be limited to small NA (i.e. when
a paraxial approximation would still be valid); Sheng et al.
(2006) compare the performance of systems with low and
high (effective) NA.
The transverse field-of-view (FOV) is given by:
FOV ¼ Nx;y  dr
M
ð5Þ
where Nx,y equals the number of horizontal or vertical
pixels on the camera chip.
Fig. 1 Schematic configuration of a digital holographic microscope
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A main challenge of digital holography is to obtain an
acceptable accuracy of the measured longitudinal velocity.
Maximization of the effective NA of the optical system is
essential to meet this goal. In our setup, five factors are
identified that mainly determine the effective NA. The first
factor is the particle scattering profile. Particle scattering in
the forward direction is generally dominated by diffraction.
The particle scattering profile is modeled by the diffraction
pattern of a transversely oriented circular opaque disc with
a diameter that equals the particle diameter (Goodman
1996). The resulting profile in the far-field is referred to as
an Airy pattern, which consists of a high-intensity central
lobe surrounded by concentric fringes. The half-width of
the central lobe (dAiry) equals 1.22kz /dp (Goodman 1996),
where k is the illumination wavelength inside the fluid, z is
the longitudinal distance between the particle and the
hologram and dp is the particle diameter. These are related
to a corresponding angular aperture (/part) as dAiry/
z = tan(/part). The approximation tan(/part) & sin(/part)
leads to an expression of the particle-contribution to the
NA (defined as n sin(/) (Hecht 2002), where n is the index
of refraction):





where nw is the fluid (i.e. water) index-of-refraction and k0
is the illumination wavelength in vacuum. The second
factor that influences the effective NA is the channel
geometry. Propagation of high-NA light rays could be
obstructed by channel walls. The effect on the NA is
estimated by considering a particle in the channel, at a
central transverse position and near the front channel wall,
as shown in Fig. 2. Evaluating a particle at this position is
expected to represent a worst-case scenario. It is clear that
the angular range of the scattered light rays is limited to
/geom, as shown in Fig. 2.
Using the approximation tan(/geom) & sin(/geom), the
so-called ‘geometrical limitation’ of the NA is:
NAgeom ¼ nw  Lx;y=2
Lz
ð7Þ
where Lx,y is the transverse flow dimension
4 and Lz is the
longitudinal flow dimension.
The third factor that can affect the effective NA is the
position of the hologram plane.
As shown in Fig. 3, when the hologram plane is located
far from the object, only a small angular range of the light
is recorded. Evaluating the effect on a particle that is
located in the transverse center of the channel farthest away
from the hologram plane should represent a worst-case
scenario. Using the approximation tan(/pos) &sin(/pos),
the contribution to the NA can be expressed as:
NApos ¼ n  FOV=2
zmax
ð8Þ
where zmax is the distance between the hologram plane and
the most distant particle. In this expression, n is a function
of the index-of-refraction of the fluid and the refractive
index of the rear glass plate separating the channel and the
microscope objective. Because the hologram plane is
located almost directly behind the flow (100 lm), the
effect of the index of refraction of the rear glass plate on
the propagation of the light waves is neglected and n is
chosen equal to nw. The microscope objective also affects
the NA. Its value (NAmicr) is a fixed property as determined
by the manufacturer. The final factor that influences
the effective NA is the camera chip. The Nyquist sam-
pling criterion prescribes a maximum interference angle
/cam between the object field and the reference field of
arcsin[k0/(2dr)] which corresponds to:
Fig. 2 Effect of the channel shape on effective NA
Fig. 3 Effect of hologram-plane position on effective NA
4 Note that FOV is a property of the optics and that Lx,y represents the
flow geometry.
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NAcam ¼ k0
2  dr ð9Þ
These multiple NA-terms can be interpreted as multiple
low-pass spatial-frequency filtering operations of the
transverse light amplitude field and the effective NA is
roughly limited by the smallest NA-term. The effective NA
(NAeff) of the whole system is considered equal to the
smallest of the five NA-values:
NAeff  min½NApart; NAgeom; NApos; NAmicr; ðM  NAcamÞ:
ð10Þ
The term NAcam is multiplied by M to account for the
difference between the NA on the object side and the NA
on the image side of the microscope objective.
The information capacity of a (digital) hologram can be
described by the space-bandwidth product (Yamaguchi and
Zhang 1997). The space-component of this product is the
FOV. The available bandwidth of the digitized hologram,
ranges from -M/(2dr) to ?M/(2dr) (Nyquist criterion).
Because the information capacity (space-bandwidth prod-
uct) of a digital hologram is the main limitation of the
performance of digital holography (Yamaguchi and Zhang
1997; Meng et al. 2004; Koek et al. 2005), it is essential to
design a measurement so that the space-bandwidth capacity
of the camera chip is maximally used. This implies that the
FOV should not significantly exceed the transverse
dimension of the imaged object. Additionally, the band-
width (or effective NA) should preferably be limited by the
last term in (Eq. 10).
With a known effective NA, the diffraction limit d of the
optical system can be calculated with:
d ¼ 1:22 k0
NAeff
ð11Þ
If dp \ d, particle imaging is diffraction limited
(assuming the absence of optical aberrations) and the
particle image diameter dpi approximately equals d. The
longitudinal size of a diffraction-limited particle image is
given by Lommel (1885) and rewritten by Born and Wolf
(1959). The longitudinal intensity profile [I(z)] of a
diffraction limited point-source image that is created by









where I0 represents the particle-image intensity in the focus
point. Using this function, a 20% intensity loss w.r.t.
particle focus is found at dz = k0/(2NA
2), which leads to a
depth-of-focus of k0/NA
2. In this work, a similar term, the
‘particle-image depth-of-focus’ (DOFpi) is defined as the
full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the longitudinal
intensity profile of a particle image (50% intensity loss
w.r.t. particle focus). The difference between a 20%-loss
and a 50%-loss can be corrected with a factor 1.77
(calculated from Eq. 12), which leads to:
DOFpi ¼ 1:77 k0
NA2eff
ð13Þ
When particle imaging is diffraction-limited, the DOFpi
does not depend on dp.
Because the particle density is relatively low in these
experiments, hologram reconstructions are analyzed with a
particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) algorithm (Adamczyk
and Rimai 1988). In order to relate the appropriate particle
images of the first and second time-consecutive recording,
the particle displacement between the first and the second
recording should be significantly smaller than the typical






where Dt equals the time between the two recordings, vmax
is the maximum flow velocity, Cp is the particle concen-
tration and 0.55(Cp)
-1/3 is the average distance between
two nearest particles in a randomly distributed particle field
(Chandrasekhar 1943).
Two parameter sets are given in Table 1. Parameter set
1 represents double-frame single-exposure measurements
with a PCO 2000 camera. Parameter set 2 represents
multiple-frame particle-tracking measurements with a high
speed camera (Photron APX-RS). Although NAeff in
Parameter Set 1 should be limited by NAcam, it is actually
limited by NApart and NAmicr. It is recommended that
NApart and NAmicr are increased in future applications to
increase NAeff by a factor 1:44ð¼ 0:360:25Þ and reduce DOFpi
by a factor 2ð¼ 0:36
0:25
 2Þ. Parameter Set 2 is well-chosen in
terms of the optimization of the effective NA.
The particle-image depth-of-focus was determined
experimentally at 21.6 lm (Ooms 2008, Sect. 5.3). This
value is in fair agreement with the value of 15.0 lm that
follows from the present theoretical analysis, which sup-




The optical setup is similar to the setup described by
Sheng et al. (2006). Illumination is generated by a pulsed
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double-cavity Nd:YLF laser (New Wave, Pegasus). The
illumination wavelength is 527 nm, the polarization is
oriented vertically with respect to the sensor, the maximum
pulse energy is 10 mJ of which only a fraction (estimated
at 0.10 lJ) is used. As shown in Fig. 4, the beam passes a
spatial filter which consists of a lens (L2), a pinhole (PH)
and a plano-convex lens (L1).
After the beam is redirected by two mirrors, it passes
through the T-mixer. The front and rear surfaces of the micro
channel are high-quality glass plates to minimize deforma-
tion of the light beam. After the light passes through the
object domain, the scattered light (object field) and the
unscattered light (reference field) interfere in the holo-
gram plane located 50–100 lm behind the flow (Fig. 1).
The hologram is magnified by a microscope objective
and imaged onto a digital camera. A PCO 2000 camera
(2,048 9 2,048 pixels, 7.4 lm pixel spacing, 14-bit gray
level quantization) was used for double-frame single-expo-
sure recordings. An Olympus M = 10, NA = 0.25 infinity
corrected microscope objective was used with this camera
for an optimal field-of-view. For a second set of measure-
ments (high-speed multiple-frame particle-tracking), a
Photron APX-RS high speed camera (1,024 9 1,024 pixels,
17 lm pixel spacing, 10-bit gray level quantization and
3,000 Hz maximum full-frame recording rate) camera was
used. With this camera a Zeiss M = 20, NA = 0.40 long-
distance Achroplan microscope objective is used for a suf-
ficiently large NAcam.
In the double-frame measurements, 50 time-consecutive
holograms were recorded at 4 Hz. The time-delay (Dt)
between two pulses ranged between 20 and 60 ls to obtain
a typical maximum in-plane particle displacement of 10
pixels. In the multiple-frame measurements, 100 time-
consecutive holograms were recorded at 3,000 Hz. At this
recording frequency, the typical maximum in-plane parti-
cle displacement was 20–50 pixels.
4.1.2 Flow
Measurements are performed on a T-mixer (Figs. 5, 10),
which is essentially a junction of three rectangular chan-
nels. The fluid enters through two horizontal channels and
exits via a vertical channel. The three channels have a
cross-section of 1 9 1 mm2 and are constructed by
mechanically pressing two high-quality glass plates (front
and rear window) against a central perspex plate with two
brass plates (Fig. 5). A T-shape channel is milled in the 1-
mm thick perspex spacer. It should be noted that this cre-
ates a significant wall roughness on the ‘side walls’. The
front glass window contains three drilled 1-mm-diameter
holes for the fluid inflow and outflow.
A system of a stainless-steel pressure vessel and two
flow controllers (Bronkhorst, LIQUI-FLOW, L2C2) pro-
vides a constant mass flow to the inflow channels (Fig. 4)
(typically 200–500 g h-1 per inflow channel). The fluid is
demineralized water seeded with spherical polystyrene
tracer particles with a diameter of 2 lm (Micromod,
Table 1 Parameter values
Parameter Parameter set 1 Parameter set 2
Camera PCO 2000 Photron APX-RS
Nx,y 2,048 1,024
dr 7.40 lm 17.0 lm
M 10 20













d 2.6 lm 2.1 lm
DOFpi 15.0 lm 9.7 lm
Fig. 4 Schematic of setup. Nd:YLF represents the laser, L1 and L2
are positive lenses, PH is a pinhole, M are mirrors, T is a T-mixer, MO
is a microscope objective, CCD is a camera, FC1 and FC2 are flow
controllers and PV is a pressure vessel
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Micromer, 01-54-203) and a PEG300 coating to avoid
attachment to channel walls.
4.2 Data analysis
The data analysis procedure consists of several steps: first,
noise that originates from stationary objects (i.e. dust) on
optical windows is removed by subtracting an appropriate
time-average hologram from all holograms. Then the
hologram is reconstructed to a 3D particle-image intensity-
field, which is followed by a particle-identification step
which leads to a data-set of particle positions. The ‘double-
frame’ measurements are interrogated by a PTV analysis
where displacement vectors are derived from particle
image pairs. The resulting velocity vector fields of 50
recordings are combined to form a single time-averaged
high-resolution vector field. These vectors are then inter-
polated on a regular 3D grid that forms a basis for the
computation of the vorticity. These steps are described in
detail in the following subsections.
4.2.1 Time-average subtraction
A significant amount of noise in the hologram originates
from light that scatters from stationary objects (i.e. pri-
marily from dust on optical windows) that interferes with
the reference field. Because these objects are time-sta-
tionary, the unwanted signal can be removed by subtracting
a time-averaged hologram from each individual hologram
(Sheng et al. 2006; Ooms 2008). Figure 6 shows the same
part of a typical hologram before and after subtraction of
the time-averaged hologram.
Two histograms in Fig. 7 show the gray scale distribu-
tion of the two holograms in Fig. 6. The full-width-half-
maximum (FWHM) of the left histogram peak is slightly
more than 200, while the FWHM of the right peak is
slightly more than 50. This illustrates that 3/4 of the
directly recorded hologram is discarded as noise, which
underlines the importance of this step to obtain an
acceptable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the hologram
reconstruction (Fig. 7).
4.2.2 Hologram reconstruction
The digital hologram is reconstructed by virtually exposing
it to a plane-wave reconstruction field. The hologram
intensity is now regarded as a spatially varying amplitude
transmittance function tk(x, y). The subscript k is a time-
counting integer. The reconstructed intensity Iz,k(x, y) is
calculated by convoluting the hologram intensity with the
Rayleigh–Sommerfeld diffraction term (Eq. 4) and taking
the absolute square:5
Iz;k ¼ ðtk  KzÞ  ðtk  KzÞ ð15Þ
where  represents a 2D convolution and * represents the
complex conjugate. The convolution is implemented by
multiplying the 2D FT of the hologram with the 2D FT of
Eq. 4 after which the inverse FT is taken of this product.
Before the FT of Eq. 4 is taken, a virtual square-shaped iris
is imposed on the Rayleigh–Sommerfeld term to suppress
the formation of ghost images (Coupland 2004). The cut-
off frequency of the iris is the Nyquist sampling frequency
corresponding to the pixel resolution of the image sensor.
The size of the iris increases in proportion to the dis-
tance of the hologram to the reconstruction plane.
In this work, planes are reconstructed at 100 longitudi-
nal positions between 0 and 1,000 lm (step size 10 lm,
uncorrected for the index-of-refraction of the fluid). A
transverse slice of the reconstruction of Fig. 6 right is
shown in Fig. 8.
4.2.3 PTV
The first step of the particle tracking algorithm is to reduce
the extreme amount of data of a hologram-pair recon-
struction. In this work, a single hologram reconstruction
consists of 100 9 1,024 9 1,024 voxels. This corresponds
to 1.6 gigabytes of data per hologram-pair. In a recon-
struction volume, the relevant real particle images are
relatively bright, while the rest of the volume is filled with
relatively low-intensity speckle. Additionally, the real
Fig. 5 Photograph of the T-mixer
5 Because of the relatively high NA in digital holographic micros-
copy, using the Fresnel-approximation is not permitted in this case
(Goodman 1996). Reconstruction with the Rayleigh–Sommerfeld
diffraction term was implemented such that its computational effort is
almost equal to that of a reconstruction using the Fresnel diffraction
term; see Ooms (2008).
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particle images are sparsely distributed in space. This
suggests the use of an intensity-threshold method that
discards data below an intensity level Ithres whose value is
chosen taking into regard the reconstruction SNR. All
points where I(x, y, z) [ Ithres are stored in a (x[p], y[p],
z[p], I[p]) array, where p is a counting integer, (x[p], y[p],
z[p]) is the 3D integer-pixel position and I[p] is the
reconstructed intensity. This method reduces a typical
hologram reconstruction from 108 to 103–104 image data
points.
At this stage, a single recorded particle still corresponds
to multiple data points in the (x[p], y[p], z[p], I[p]) data
array. This is mainly caused by the relatively large longi-
tudinal size of a reconstructed particle image. Figure 9
shows a part of the 3D reconstruction of the hologram in
Fig. 6 right. Both the gray and black points indicate where
I(x, y, z) [ Ithres.
The next step reduces the (x[p], y[p], z[p], I[p]) data set
to 1 data point per particle. Of the various points that
represent a single particle image, only the point closest to
the physical particle position should remain. It is assumed
that this is the point with the highest local intensity. This
idea is schematically illustrated in Fig. 9, where the gray
points are discarded and the black points remain.
The next step is particle pairing. Around each particle
image that originates from the first exposure recording, an
interrogation volume WI [=(80 9 80 9 80) px = (51.6 9
51.6 9 106.4) lm3] is considered. In each interrogation
volume, particle images are searched that originate from
the second-exposure recording. By subtracting the position
of a detected second-exposure particle image from the
position of a corresponding first-exposure particle image,
an integer-pixel displacement vector is obtained. The
obtained integer-pixel displacement vectors have a
Fig. 6 An identical part of a
hologram before (left) and after
(right) time-average subtraction.
Cp = 240 mm
-3
Fig. 7 Gray value distributions
of Fig. 6 left and right,
respectively. Please note the
different scale of the two
horizontal axes
Fig. 8 A transverse slice of the reconstruction of the hologram in
Fig. 6 right. The gray scale has been inverted and exaggerated to also
show the relatively weak out-of-focus real particle images and the
virtual particle images. The three dark points are high-intensity real
particle images
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transverse resolution of dr/M and a longitudinal resolution
of 10 lm (distance between reconstruction planes). A sub-
pixel displacement is obtained by correlating local intensity
data around a first-exposure particle image with local
intensity data around the corresponding second-exposure
particle image. A 1D Gaussian function is fitted to the
correlation result to extract a sub-pixel displacement. The
longitudinal position- and the longitudinal magnitude of
the measured velocity vectors are corrected for the fluid
index-of-refraction by multiplying these two parameters by
the fluid index-of-refraction.
Then follows a vector filtering operation: a vector is
rejected if the measured velocity is outsize the known
limits of the flow velocity. Additionally, when multiple
vectors appear to originate from the same particle image,
only the smallest vector is assumed to be a correct repre-
sentation of the local flow velocity and the other vectors are
rejected by the filtering operation.
Each recorded hologram-pair leads to a PTV vector field
with typically a few hundred vectors. These vector fields
are combined to form a high spatial-resolution vector field
of typically 15,000 vectors in this case.
4.2.4 Conversion to regular grid
To improve the accuracy of the measured velocity and to
enable calculation of the vorticity, the randomly located
PTV vectors are spatially binned onto a regular 3D spatial
grid: a grid is defined with spacing (xg, yg, zg) = (100, 50,
50) lm. The value of xg is chosen slightly larger in this
case because the spatial gradient of the flow velocity is
relatively small in the x-direction compared to the other
two spatial directions. In order to calculate a vector at a
grid point, a box is considered with the corresponding grid
point at its center and size (2xg, 2yg, 2zg). The PTV vectors
that fall within the box are median-filtered. The chosen grid
spacing and box size lead to a 50% overlap of adjacent
boxes. The x-component of the vorticity of the flow (xx) is
estimated by:
xxðx; y; zÞ ¼ vzmðx; y þ yg; zÞ  vzmðx; y  yg; zÞ
2yg
 vymðx; y; z þ zgÞ  vymðx; y; z  zgÞ
2zg
ð16Þ
where vym and vzm represent the measured velocity. The
y-component and the z-component of the vorticity are
calculated with comparable algorithms.
The data-analysis is performed on a personal computer
(CPU: AMD 2.5 GHz; OS: Linux Red Hat), using Matlab
7. Processing a set of 50 hologram pairs (time-average
subtraction, reconstruction, PTV, conversion to regular
grid) takes several days.
5 Experimental results
5.1 Double-frame measurements
To experimentally illustrate that a DHM is capable of true
3D velocity measurements, a stationary strongly 3D flow is
investigated in a microscopic T-mixer. The flow at this
Reynolds number is characterized by four Dean vortices
that are created by the 90 bends from the inflow channels
(Wong et al. 2004). The experimental parameter values are
as given by Parameter Set 1 in Table 1. Additional
parameter values are: Cp = 240 per mm, Dt = 40 ls and
the outflow-channel Reynolds number is 194. The mea-
surement domain is located at the beginning of the outflow
channel as shown in Fig. 10.
Recording 50 time-consecutive holograms leads to a
total of 18,348 vectors. This agrees well with the exp-
ected number Cp 9 FOVx 9 Ly 9 Lz 9 P = 240 mm
-3 9
1.52 mm3 9 50 = 18,240, where P is the number of eval-
uated hologram pairs. FOVx limits the size of the mea-
surement domain in the streamwise x-direction and Ly in
the spanwise y-direction. Converting the vectors to a reg-
ular grid, as described in Sect. 4.2.4, gives visualization of
the vector field at any (xy-, yz- or xz-) plane in the mea-
surement volume. Four yz-velocity profiles are plotted in
Fig. 11. This clearly shows the four streamwise vortices.
Fig. 9 After hologram reconstruction a threshold operation conserves
only the data with a sufficiently high intensity. This data is indicated
by gray and the black points. A second step conserves only the data
points with the highest local intensity and discards all other points.
The conserved (black) points are an integer-pixel estimate of the 3D
particle position
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Please note that the z-component of the plotted velocity is
the velocity along the viewing direction.
Figure 12 shows the dynamic range of the measured
velocity. Both the large streamwise (x-)component of the
velocity, as well as the much smaller spanwise (y- and
z-)components of the velocity are captured. The streamwise
velocity component is as large as 275 mm s-1 while
spanwise velocities of 10–20 mm s-1 are measured with
sufficient reliability and accuracy to visually qualify them
as a fair representation of the measured flow. Reliability of
velocity data is quantified and discussed in detail by Ooms
(2008), where it is shown that the magnitude of 99.9% of
all measured velocities falls within the known boundaries
of the flow velocity (for Cp = 240 mm
-3, Lz = 1 mm). This
value is comparable to the typical performance of planar
PIV. Velocity accuracy is discussed in Sect. 6.2.
In Fig. 13, the yz-velocity profile at x = 800 lm is
shown in combination with the local x-component of the
vorticity. Figure 14 shows the number of PTV vectors that
led to a each spatially averaged vector. Relatively few
vectors are found near the left and right walls (at y &
325 lm and at y & 1,325 lm). This effect can be
explained as follows: light that scatters from suspended
particles propagates towards the hologram plane in a
diverging manner. Free propagation of the scattered light is
prevented near the wall which results in a reduced intensity
Fig. 10 The measured volume is located at the beginning of the
outflow channel
Fig. 11 Measured velocity in
the T-mixer outflow channel
showing four vortices. Plots at a
low x-value are located closest
to the junction. The channel
walls are located at
y & 325 lm, y & 1,325 lm,
z & 150 lm and z & 1,150 lm.
The plane z = 0 is the hologram
plane. The 100 mm s-1-arrow
indicates a reference for the
magnitude of the velocity
vectors
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and optical aberrations in the corresponding reconstructed
particle images which, in turn, reduces the chance that the
particle image is detected. Near the top- and bottom wall, a
reduced number of vectors per unit volume is also
observed. This effect only occurs in the single top- and
bottom grid layer and we expect that it is caused by the
smaller size of these grid cells due to the presence of the
top- and bottom walls. As expected, regular-grid vectors
that are derived from relatively few PTV vectors (typically
located near channel walls) appear less accurate.
Figure 15 shows iso-x-vorticity, iso-y-vorticity and iso-
z-vorticity surfaces. The iso-x-vorticity surfaces show the
vorticity that is also shown in Fig. 13. A large y-component
Fig. 12 Measured velocity in the T-mixer outflow channel. Vectors
indicate spanwise (yz-)velocity. Gray scale indicates streamwise (x-)
velocity. This figure illustrates the dynamic range of the measured
velocity: both the large streamwise (x-)velocity, as well as the much
smaller the spanwise (yz-)velocities are captured. The channel walls
are located at y & 325 lm, y & 1,325 lm, z & 150 lm and z &
1,150 lm. The plane z = 0 is the hologram plane. The 100 mm s-1-
arrow indicates a reference for the magnitude of the velocity vectors
Fig. 13 Measured velocity in the T-mixer outflow channel. Vectors
indicate yz-velocity. Gray scale indicates x-component of the
vorticity. The channel walls are located at y & 325 lm, y &
1,325 lm, z & 150 lm and z & 1,150 lm. The plane z = 0 is the
hologram plane. The 100 mm s-1-arrow indicates a reference for the
magnitude of the velocity vectors
Fig. 14 Measured velocity in the T-mixer outflow channel at
x = 800 lm. The numbers indicate the amount of PTV vectors that
led to a corresponding regular-grid vector. The 100 mm s-1-arrow
indicates a reference for the magnitude of the velocity vectors
Fig. 15 Iso-x-vorticity, iso-y-vorticity, iso-z-vorticity surfaces and
yz-velocity vectors at the x = 800 lm-plane in the T-mixer outflow
channel
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of the vorticity is found near the top- and bottom walls and
probably originates mainly from the wall shear (dvx/dz).
A large z-component of the vorticity is found near the
side walls and also seems to originate from the wall shear
(dvx/dy). The iso-z-vorticity surfaces bend towards the
channel center at intermediate z-values.
5.2 Multiple-frame measurements
The capability of a DHM to follow particles in a 3D
measurement domain during multiple exposures is illus-
trated by high-speed measurements. The experimental
configuration is described in Sect. 4.1 and by Parameter
Set 2 in Table 1. Other parameter values are: Cp &
80 mm-3, Dt = 1/3,000 s, Re = 111. The camera record-
ing rate was set to the highest value and we therefore chose
a lower Reynolds number to avoid extremely large frame-
to-frame particle-image displacements. We chose a lower
Cp to ensure correct particle matching with the large frame-
to-frame particle-image displacement of up to 90 pixels in
the x-direction. In the analysis of these measurements, sub-
pixel particle-positions are calculated. The result is best
visualized in an animation that is available as electronic
supplementary material. Figure 16 shows a snapshot of one
of these animations by plotting particle positions at 20
time-consecutive recordings.
6 Discussion
Following the approach of Adrian (1997), this section
quantifies the quality of the described measurements by
calculating the Dynamic spatial range (DSR) and the
Dynamic velocity range (DVR). Further, the optimization
of the value of Cp is discussed.
6.1 Dynamic spatial range
The DSR is defined as the size of the measurement domain
divided by the smallest resolvable flow variation—or spa-
tial resolution. The transverse and the longitudinal DSR are
distinguished: the transverse DSR depends on the transverse
size of the measurement domain which is generally deter-
mined by the optical elements (FOV). The longitudinal
DSR depends on the longitudinal size of the measurement
domain, which is generally determined by the depth of the
flow domain (Lz). Adrian (1997) states that the smallest
resolvable spatial flow variation, or highest spatial resolu-
tion, is achieved by measurement of single particle dis-
placements. The highest spatial resolution can therefore be
estimated as the average distance between particles which
equals 0.55Cp
-1/3 (Eq. 14). Hence it follows that:










The DSR is maximized by maximizing the FOV, Lz and
Cp. In practice, the FOV and Lz are often determined by the
investigated flow and maximization of the DSR depends
mainly on the maximization of Cp. In turn, Cp is limited to
a maximum because increasing Cp leads to an increasing
speckle noise intensity, which impairs particle-image
detection (Meng et al. 1993). According to Meng et al.
(2004), the ratio of the particle-image intensity (I0) to the
mean speckle noise intensity hINi should be at least 50 to
properly distinguish particle images from the speckle
background. To find the value of Cp that corresponds to
I0/hINi = 50, measurements with four different values of
Cp are performed and the corresponding values of I0/hINi
are calculated. The value of I0/hINi is obtained by
averaging over 100 particle images. The result is plotted
in Fig. 17.
Using the criterion min(I0/hINi) = 50, one finds a max-
imum value for Cp of about 2,000 mm
-3 which leads—
with FOV = 1.52 mm and Lz = 1 mm and Eqs. 17 and
18—to a maximum DSR in these experiments of:
Fig. 16 yz-projection of measured particle positions in the T-mixer
outflow channel. Particle-positions of 20 time-consecutive recordings
are shown to indicate particle-motion. The increasing darkness of the
points indicates the recording time. The recording rate was 3,000 Hz.
The left- and right-channel walls are located just outside the shown
y-domain. The upper and lower channel walls are located at z &
150 lm and z & 1,150 lm. The plane z = 0 is the hologram plane
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The measurement results in Sect. 5 were obtained with
Cp = 240 mm
-3, which implies an obtained DSR:








The values of the obtained DSR are about two times
lower than the found maximum obtainable DSR. The
reason for the lower chosen Cp is that a high Cp negatively
affects the DVR as will be shown in the next section.
As described in Sect. 9, the measured velocity vectors of
multiple time-consecutive hologram pairs are combined,
spatially averaged and arranged on a regular grid. After
these steps, the obtained DSR is:
DSRx ¼ 22
DSRy;z ¼ 22
which is derived by counting the number of vectors along
the y-axis and the z-axis in Fig. 13.
6.2 Dynamic velocity range
The DVR is defined by Adrian (1997) as the ratio of the
maximum flow velocity to the minimum resolvable flow
velocity (MRFV). The transverse MRFV can be expressed
as cdpi/Dt (Prasad et al. 1992; Westerweel 2000), where the
parameter c indicates the accuracy with which a particle-
image’s position can be determined compared to the
particle image diameter. It ranges typically between 0.05
and 0.1. Similarly, the longitudinal MRFV is estimated by
cDOFpi/Dt. Hence, the expressions of the DVR are:
DVRx;y ¼ vmax  Dtc  dpi ð19Þ
DVRz ¼ vmax  Dtc  DOFpi ð20Þ
Because generally DOFpi [ dpi, the longitudinal DVR is
the limiting factor in terms of the measured velocity
accuracy and further investigation focuses only on the
longitudinal DVR. This is denoted as DVRz and is expected
to depend on Cp as c is expected to depend on Cp. The
presence of the out-of-focus real images of other particles
and the speckle noise that originates from the virtual
images of particles reduces the accuracy of the estimated
particle image position (Ooms et al. 2008). As the particle
concentration increases, this effect is expected to increase.
Figure 18 shows that the longitudinal DVR is especially
sensitive to this effect.
The following paragraph aims to relate the value of
MRFVz to Cp. The MRFVz is determined as follows: the
flow in the T-mixer (Re = 111, vmax & 222 mm s
-1) is
measured with four different values of Cp as shown in
Table 2. The measurement domain is split into subvolumes
with size Vsv = 200 9 100 9 100 lm
3. Of all vectors that
are located inside an investigated subvolume, the standard
deviation of the measured longitudinal velocity component
rvzm is calculated which is composed of the standard
Fig. 17 The measured signal-to-noise ratio of the reconstructed
image versus the particle concentration. The horizontal dashed line
indicates I0/hINi = 50 (Meng et al. 2004)
Fig. 18 A yz-projection of a selection of a measured velocity field
with the vector y-component and the z-component separately plotted.
The transverse (y-)component of the velocity vectors shows the
rightward flow quite reliably. The longitudinal (z-)component of the
velocity vectors however, has a significant random component which
illustrates the inaccuracy of the measured longitudinal velocity. In
this example, Cp is ten times higher than in the experiments of Sect. 5
(2,400 mm-3 versus 240 mm-3) for a clear illustration of the large
inaccuracy of vzm compared to vym. The 200 mm s
-1-arrow indicates
a reference for the magnitude of the velocity vectors
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deviation of the true flow velocity vz inside the subvolume
(rvzf) and the standard deviation of the measurement error
of vz (rvze). We assume that both components are normally
distributed around their average and statistically indepen-
dent, which leads to the relation (Chatfield 1983):
r2vzm ¼ r2vzf þ r2vze ð21Þ
The term rvzf can be calculated by focusing on the standard
deviation of the measured transverse (y) velocity vectors
inside a subvolume: because the inaccuracy of the
measured transverse velocity is much smaller than the
inaccuracy of the measured longitudinal velocity, we
assume that rvym
2 & rvyf
2 . Furthermore, for flow-symmetry
reasons on average rvzf & rvyf and hence the MRFVz is
estimated from Eq. 21 as:





The plotted values of rvzm and rvym in Fig. 19 and
Table 2 follow from averaging over several subvolumes at
different positions in the reconstructed volume. Calculated
values of MRFVz are given in Table 2. Figure 19 shows that
the error of the measured vz increases with an increasing Cp.
As described in Sect. 9, the measured velocity vectors of
multiple time-consecutive hologram pairs are combined,
spatially averaged and arranged on a regular grid. For sta-
tistically independent data, the spatial averaging is expected
to reduce the inaccuracy of vz by (N
-1/2) (Chatfield 1983),
where N indicates the number of vectors inside a subvolume
Vsv. The value of N is estimated as N = CpVsvP, where
P indicates the number of evaluated hologram pairs.
With Cp = 240 mm
-3, Vsv = 200 9 100 9 100 lm
3 and
P = 50 follows that N = 24, which agrees with the
observed values in Fig. 14. This suggests that the DVRz of
the T-mixer measurement results, after the vectors are
arranged on the regular grid (Cp = 240 mm
-3) is 6:3 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
24
p ¼ 30:8: This value agrees with Fig. 12 and is of the
same order as a typical DVR of conventional planar PIV.
7 Conclusions
A DHM is essentially an in-line digital holographic
recording setup with an added magnifying optical ele-
ment. An essential step of the numerical processing of the
digital holograms is time-average intensity subtraction. In
this work, this step discards about 3/4 of the dynamic
range of the original hologram as unwanted noise. After
hologram reconstruction and a PTV analysis, several
time-consecutive velocity vector fields are obtained.
Because the recorded flow is time-stationary, time-con-
secutive vector fields can be combined to obtain a single
vector field with improved spatial resolution containing
more than 18,000 vectors for this measurement. After
spatial averaging, a regular-grid vector field is obtained
that clearly reveals four streamwise vortices. The corre-
sponding transverse and longitudinal DSR equal 22,
which is adequate to illustrate the vortical structures. The
corresponding longitudinal DSR equals 30.8 which is
within the same order of magnitude as typical 2D PIV
measurements. The transverse DSR has not been inves-
tigated because it is expected to be even larger. The
chosen particle concentration of 240 mm-3 is shown to be
a fair compromise in terms of the obtained DSR and
DVR. It is concluded that a DHM is very suited to per-
form three-dimensional velocity measurements of time-
independent microscopic flows with adequate spatial res-
olution and accuracy.
The high-speed multiple-frame measurements show that
a DHM can successfully follow particles in a 3D mea-
surement domain by recording them in multiple time-
consecutive holograms, which indicates that a DHM is
suitable to study, for example, Lagrangian flow statistics of
time-dependent flows. In these time-dependent measure-
ments, the spatial-resolution is partially sacrificed ðDSRz ¼
1:0 mmð80 mm3Þ1=3
0:55 ¼ 7:8Þ to obtain an improved inaccuracy
of the measured velocity.
Table 2 The particle concentration, the average standard deviation
of the measured vz and vy within defined subvolumes, the calculated
MRFVz (Eq. 22) and the calculated DVRz (Eq. 20)
Cp (mm
-3) rvzm (mm s
-1) rvym MRFVz DVRz
240 40.8 20 35.5 6.3
720 48.7 20 44.4 5.0
2,400 69.9 20 67.0 3.3
7,200 150.1 20 148.8 1.5
Fig. 19 The standard deviation of the measured longitudinal (z)
velocity and the measured transverse (y) velocity versus the particle
concentration
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